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The vision of the Center for Functional Nanoscale Materials at Clark Atlanta University persists  that the Center: will have played a major role in mitigating the Nation’s impending technical workforce crisis,  will have made significant contributions to the 

technical knowledge base that will keep the U.S. competitive on the world stage, and will have enabled talented and well-prepared minority nano-scientists to assume a leadership role in the academic or research communities that they join as Center alumni.

•Research

•Partnerships

•Education

Conducting beneficial and innovative research for the benefit of the Nation and all 

humanity.

•Increasing the number of students pursuing graduate and undergraduate degrees in the 

natural and physical sciences.

•Enhancing the research productivity of its researchers.

Partners Include:

Emory U.

Cornell U.

iThemba LAB (South Africa)

UTPA

• The development of a diverse, globally 
engaged science workforce.

CREST CFNM Programs

CFNM/PRISM Teacher Fellowship

2 week PRISM Summer Institute:

Intro to Problem-Based Learning (PBL) pedagogy
Begin case development

6 week mentored research experience in CFNM labs:

Mentored by former PRISM Graduate Fellows at CAU
Weekly seminars with Dr. Reed
Weekly Journals
PBL cases developed based on nanoscience research

Problems & Research to Integrate Science & Mathematics (PRISM),

a NSF Graduate Teaching Fellows in K-12 Education (GK-12) program

Emory U. and CAU

Nanoscholars Abroad
● 8-week research experience

• 2 weeks at CAU
• 6 weeks at iThemba 

Labs
iThemba LABS
A South African National Laboratory
Somerset West, Western Cape Province, South Africa

Examples of Current Projects

Nanoscale functional polymer ligands as therapeutic

agents and tools for biodiagnostics e.g. , bivalent sulfonated

DNP-poly(2-methoxystyrene) polymer ligands have been shown to

specifically bind to anti-2,4 dinitrophenyl (DNP) IgE antibodies on

the surface of mast cells.
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Functional Nanostructures to control material-cell interaction 
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Water Soluble Polymer

The water soluble, bifunctional sulfonated DNP-

poly(2-methoxy styrene) ligand (m=32, n=67,

x=4; Mn = 20 kDa) does not stimulate) s

degranulation (solid diamonds) but inhibits

degranulation stimulated by 0.2 M DNP-BSA

(solid square

Fluorescence micrographs of RBL cells

sensitized with A488 labeled, anti-DNP

IgE. Left: Cells incubated with 32-67-4

polymer (10M) for 30 min at RT. Right:

Control sample. Cells incubated in

absence of polymer.

Conductive Nanofibers composed of α,ω-bi-DNP-poly(2-

methoxystyrene), polystyrene/SWCNT for studying 

material-cell interactions 

Binding image of FITC-

IgE with Fibers 

electrospun from 

chlorobenzene

SEM image of the P2MS/

PS/CNT (1/1/1%) of Fibers electrospun 

from chlorobenzene

AFM image of the P2MS/

PS/CNT (1/1/1%) of Fibers 

electrospun from chlorobenzene

Modification of Multiwall Carbon Nanotubes with Ruthenium (II) 

Terpyridine Complex

Fig. 1.Amidation of Multiwall Carbon Nanotubes

with Ruthenium (II) Terpyridine Complex
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Fig.2a The SEM 

images of OX-

MWCNT

Fig. 2b The

SEM images of

RuMWCNT
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Fig.3 The UV/VIS spectra of

RuMWCNT, OX-MWCNT and

[Ru (AmPhtpy)2](BF4)2 in MeCN

(40mg/ml).

Fig. 4 The XPS spectra of 

RuMWCNT

>Functionalization of carbon nanotubes with ruthenium terpyridine complexes can possibly provide an interesting route to compose

new CNT-based nanomaterials for biochemistry sensors and supramolecular structure with electrochemical and photoluminescence

properties

> MWCNTs can be efficiently functionalized with Ruthenium (II) terpyridine complexes using the simple and mild methodology of

directly covalent amidation

The Effect of Metal-Remote Amino-Groups on Metal Centerin Ruthenium(II) Complexes with Terpyridine Ligands

Figure 1. synthesis route of 

Ruthenium complex
Figure 2 molecular orbitals  of 

Ruthenium(II) Complexes 

Figure 3 significant 

differences in HOMOs 

compositions 

The results show that the introduction of a metal remote NH2 group into

terpyridine ligand causes significant difference in the energy gap between

the highest occupied molecular orbital and the lowest unoccupied

molecular orbital (HOMO-LUMO), frontier molecular orbital compositions,

and octahedral crystal field splitting; the difference in HOMO-LUMO gap

These effects are proposed as long-range effects onmetal center. Also, this

is the first report of a Ru(II) complex with all ligand HOMO composition.

Thetwo amino groups of the AmPhtpy contribute to the HOMO-1 and

HOMO instead of Ru d-orbitals.Both HOMO-1 and HOMO are degenerate

and localized around the amino groups. Such special properties will bring

its application in nanomaterials for photoluminescence.
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conversion

high surface areas

1000 m2/g 

~ 3 nm pore size
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storage

Porous materials

Modification: Nanoporous silicate materials is 

modified by organic functional groups. 

Nanoporous Multifunctionalized 

Organosilicates

Direct synthesis: organic functional 

groups inside the silicate walls 

property property

e.g.  fluorinate pore with : 

Energy conversion nanoporous organosilicate materials synthesis

Conclusion and the Future:
As we develop CREST-CFNM into a national leader in integrated research and education in
nanoscience/nanotechnology/nanomaterials, we are mindful of the fact that our programs and
support structure must first and foremost serve our undergraduate and graduate students.
CREST-CFNM programs are targeted to significantly increase the number of underrepresented
students earning the BS, MS and doctoral degrees in the Sciences with a concentration in
nanoscience/nanomaterials.
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Energy Conversion via  Hydrophobic Microporous/Mesoporous Materials

When the liquid is forced into the hydrophobic nanoporous particles (zeolites, mesoporous materials) , a large 

amount of mechanical energy is converted to the solid-liquid interfacial energy or dissipated via internal 

friction.

Immediate defiltration - The confined liquid comes out of the nanopores as soon as the 
pressure is reduced to below the infiltration pressure.

Self-Assembly of Bis(2,2’:6’,2”-terpyridine)zinc-Connected Diblock Polymer On Graphene Ribbon (GNR) Surface

Self-assembling Zinc connected diblocked polymer on the 

graphene (GNR) surface will provide a new rout to design 

biomacromolecular probe and metal sensor device

Figure 4. 3D renderings ofAFM topography data of PS-Zn-

PNIPAM‐GNR hybrid at various stages of processing .Longrangepolymer

ordering of PS-Zn-PNIPAMcentered on GNR, propagating on SiO2

high hydrophobicity           

e.g. MCM-41 

or SBA-15


